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Abstract. The generalised projectivities (GP's) associated with projective planes of
odd order are investigated. These are non-singular linear mappings over GF(2) defined from the binary codes of these planes. One case that is investigated in detail
corresponds to the group of an affine plane - every point corresponds to a GP. It
is shown how many collineations that fix the line at infinity point-wise can be constructed as a product of these GP's.

1. The Self-dual Code

Since our groups of generalised projectivities will be constructed from mappings
associated with the main self-dual code of a finite projective plane of odd order, let
us recall some of the properties of this code; see [2] for further details. First, we
have some notation. Let 1r be a finite projective plane of odd order q. Let P and L
be the sets of points and lines respectively of 1r. Thus IPI = ILl = q2 + q + 1. If S
is any set define Sf3 to be 0 if lSI is even, or 1 if lSI is odd. Also, if 9 E P or L let §
be the set of q + 1 elements of P U L that are incident with g. Note that often we
identify 9 E P U L with the set {g}. (This is not unusual in geometry.)
Next, if S ~ P, and dually T ~ L, let

8S:= {g

ELI (§ n S)f3 + Sf3 =

I}

(= ISIL +

L x), and
xES

aT:= {p E P I (f> n T)f3

+ Tf3 =

I}

(=

ITIP +

'0),
yET

where the set of all points and lines is made into a vector space over GF(2), the
subsets being vectors and symmetric difference being addition; the above sums in
brackets are taken in this vector space. We say that 88 is the coboundary of 8, and
that aT is the boundary of T. One can easily check that 8 and a are inverses of
one-another.
The self-dual code CB is made up of subsets, called words, of P U L, so that

CB := {S U 8S I S ~ P} = {T U aT I T ~ L}.
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As shown in [2], CB contains a doubly-even subcode CA of index 2, so that

CA:= {SU8S I S ~ P,Sf3

= O} = {TUoT I T

~ L,Tf3 = O}.

The weight (or size) of every word of CA is then divisible by 4. Also, every word of
the coset CB \ CA has weight congruent to 2 modulo 4, and is the complement in
P + L of a word in CA' Note that the sum X + Y of any two subsets of P U L is
the same as the symmetric difference of the two subsets. Also, X is defined to be
the complement of X in Ip if X ~ P, or the complement in
if X ~ L. Often we
write these complements as P + X or L + X respectively. Here are some properties
that we shall need for our later theory.
1.1.
(1)0=8- 1 ;
(2) 8( u + v) 8u + 8v, V u, v ~ P;
(3) o(g + h) og + oh, V g, h ~ L;
(4) 11'1 == 181'1 (mod 2), "11' ~ Pj
(5) lui
loul (mod 2), Vu ~ L;
(6) Ox L + x, ax = P + x = x, Vx E Pi
(7) ay = P + f), of) = L + y = y, Vy E Lj
(8) OP
oL = Pi
(9) (X + Y) n Z = (X n Z) + (Y n Z), V X,

LEMMA

PROOF: We leave these as exercises; see

Z ~ P

+ L.

[2] for some ideas.

2. The Generalised Projectivities of the Plane
Here we investigate a generalisation of the projectivities first intensively studied last
century by von Staudt.
Let S ~ P and T ~ L.
generalised projectivity 8(S, T)
8u n T, V u ~ S.
generalised projectivity aCT,S)
av n S, V v ~ T.

DEFINITION 2.1.

(1) The
u f-+
(2) The
v f-+

18

the mapping 2s

-+

2T taking

18

the mapping 2T

-+

2s taking

Note that with this notation 8 = 8( P, L) and 0 = a( L, P), so that generalised
projectivities are the restrictions of the boundary and coboundary operators to
subsets of the plane. Next, we see that these restrictions are also linear mappings
of the codes corresponding to the subsets of the various sets of points and lines.
LEMMA

2.2.

(u 1 + u 2 )O(S,T) = uo(S,T)
1

+ uo(S,T)
2'

(VI + v2 )a(T,S) -_

+ v2aCT,S) , V
eL.
VI, V2 _

Similarly,

vIaCT,S)
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V u 1, u 2 C
P.
_

PROOF: From Lemma 1.1 there holds

The second formula has a similar proof.
Note that 8(S, T) can be represented as a matrix transformation from the vector
space V(S) of dimension lSI over GF(2) consisting of all subsets of S to the vector
space VeT) of dimension ITI consisting of all subsets of T. With bases of V(S) and
VeT)
the points of S and the lines of T
the matrix of 8(S, T) is
the
of the submatrix of the incidence matrix of 1f that is induced by S
and T.
complement means the mapping of (0, I)-matrices induced by 0 +-+ 1.)
Dually, the matrix of aCT, S) with respect to the same bases is the transpose of the
matrix of 8(S, T). These facts follow from Lemma 1.1 (6-7).
DEFINITION 2.3. A generalised projectivity is said to be non-singular if the mapping is a bijection.
Such a
projectivity corresponds to a non-singular square
submatrix of
the
of the incidence matrix of 1f, and so we always
have that lSI ITI for a non-singular 8(S, T) or oCT, S).
The matroid M := M (1f) corresponding to the code CB of 1f is defined to be the
combinatorial geometry which has P U L as set of points, and where 0 =f. X ~ P U L
is linearly dependent in M if and only if it contains a word of
This matroid
is self-dual and can be coordinatised by the columns of the matrix formed by the
union of an identity matrix side-by-side with C. For more details see [3].
~ P and T ~ L. The following are all equivalent.
tieS, T) is non-singular;
aCT, S) is non-singular;
tieS, T) is non-singular;
a(T, S) is non-singular;
S + T is a basis of the matroid M;
S + T is a basis of the matroid M.

LEMMA 2.4. Let S

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

PROOF: These follow from the fact that the code CB is self-dual, or equivalently,
that the matrix C is orthogonal modulo two, or that M is self-dual.
DEFINITION 2.5. Let U be a set of subsets of points of 7r, and let V be a set of
subsets of lines such that the sizes of all these subsets are the same integer n. The
generalised projeciivity group, GP(U, V), corresponding to U and V is the group of
non-singular linear transformations (9:!. to a subgroup of GL(n, 2)) generated by the
non-singular generalised projectivities in

{ti(u,v) I u E U, v E V} U {a(v,u) I u E U, v E V}.
We only consider products of mappings that make sense. That is, we only allow
products of consecutive mappings of the type ti(a, b)a(b, c), or a(b, c)ti(c, d). Next,
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the subsets U U V should be "connected", which means that given any two members
of U U V, there will be an element of the generalised projectivity group taking one
member to the other. Also, we consider products that always start with a certain
subset w E U U V and end with w, so that we obtain a group of non-singular linear
transformations of the vector space corresponding to the subsets of w. Clearly,
it does not matter which subset w we fix, as the same abstract group is always
obtained.
DEFINITION 2.6. The dimension of a generalised projectivity group is the integer
n, which is the size of the subsets of points and lines, from which the group is
constructed.
The following result can be proved from elementary properties of the incidence
matrix. It is not used any further, and so we state it without proof.
THEOREM 2.7. Some formulae involving 8 and 8,

(1) 8(S, T)8(T, S) =
T)8(T, .5), V S ~
T ~L
(2) 8(S, T)8(T, S) +
T)8(T, S) = id, wllere we consider these as linear mappings, and id is the identity map from S to S.
3. The Von Staudt
Here we show how the classical group of projectivities of the given plane (of order
q) is a special case of generalised projectivities of dimension q + 1. Probably the
most up-to-date reference for the theory of von Staudt groups is the Proceedings of
the Conference at Bad Windsheim in July 1980 [9].
THE VON STAUDT PROJECTIVITY GROUP. The von Staudt group of the projective
plane, ST(7r), is generated by all the abstract projectivities a(A., b), taking A -+ b,
such that x f-+ x.b, Vx E A; and the inverse mappings f3(b, A), taking b -+ A,
such that R I-t R n
VREb; where A is a line not incident with a point b.
The mappings are multiplied in a manner analogous to the groups of generalised
projectivities, (with alternating sequences of a's and f3's ending up with the same
point or line), so that a permutation group on q + 1 e.lements is obtained.
The most famous result about these groups is that ST( 7r) is always 3-transitive
on the q+ 1 elements, and it is sharply 3-transitive if and only if the plane is Pappian
(coordinatised by a field); see [9].
We leave it as an exercise to show that ST( 7r) is abstractly isomorphic to the
group of generalised projectivities of 7r = (P, L) given by
W:= GP( {G I GEL}, {p I pEP}).
In fact, if GEL, a point of G will always be mapped by an element of W to a point
of G, and the permutation group induced by W will be the same as the classical von
Staudt permutation group of the plane. However, in general the group GP(U, V)
does not induce a permutation group on the points (or lines) of a subset (of size n)
of U or V, but is a certain subgroup of GL(n, 2).
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Note that the mappings 8(G,p) and 8(p, G) are non-singular if and only if p ~ G.
One way to see this is to calculate the determinant of the corresponding submatrix
of 0, the complement of the incidence matrix of 7r. With an appropriate coordinate
system, when pEG the matrix has a row of zero's, but in the other case the matrix
is equal to J - I, where J is the matrix of all one's and I is the identity matrix.
(N aturally, both are q + 1 x q + 1.) Then
det(J - I) = q. (-l)q

== 1 (mod 2).

4. Some Generalised Projectivity Groups of Small Dimension
Sets of size one give subgroups of GL(l, 2), and thus are trivial, and so the smallest
non-trivial dimension is two. In this case we always obtain subgroups of GL(2, 2) ~
8 3 , (the symmetric group on three letters).
EXAMPLE

4.1. Sets of size two

Let x and y be two distinct points in 7r and let A, B, 0 be three lines such
that x E A, yEO, x t/. B or 0, and y ~ A or B. Now consider the generalised
projectivity groups

G1 := GP( {{x, y}}, {{A, B}})
and

G2

:=

GP({{x,y}},{{A,O}}).

Up to isomorphism these are the only possibilities to obtain non-singular mappings
on sets of two points. The first group G 1 is generated by the linear extension of the
mapping
X 1--+

{x,y}, yl--+x;

thus G 1 is cyclic of order three. For the second group G2 one finds that G2 = 1.
Combining both groups one sees that it is essential to require that the collection
U U V, in Definition 2.6, is connected. Let Xl, x2, Y1, Y2 be four distinct points and
let U = {{Xl, yd, {X2' Y2}}; also choose four distinct lines AI, B, A 2 , 0 such that
Ai contains precisely the point Xi, 0 contains precisely the point Y2, and B contains
none of the four points. Put V = {{All B}, {A2' O}}j then the only way to compose
generalised projectivities is with respect to {Xl, yd, {AI, B} and {X2' Y2}, {A2' C}.
Thus the disconnected "generalised projectivity group" GP(U, V) is trivial with
respect to {X2,Y2} and is cyclic of order three with respect to {xl,yd.
Using an additional point z, the lines X • y, X • z, y . z, and 3 further distinct lines
(one line through each of the three points x, y, z) it is easy to construct the linear
extension of the mapping x 1--+ y, Y 1--+ x. Thus, if P2 and L2 denotes the set of all
subsets of size 2 of P and L respectively, then G = GP(P2 , L 2 ) ~ GL(2, 2).
EXAMPLE

4.2. Sets of size three

Let a, b, c, d, e be 5 distinct points such that a, d, e and b, c, e are collinear; further
let A = a· e, B = b . d, 0 = c· e, and D = a . b. We consider the generalised
projectivities

81 =8({a,c,e},{A,O,D}),
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02

= o({a,c,e},{A,B,D}),

03 = 8({b,d,e},{A,B,D}),

81 = 8( {A, C, D}, {a, c, e}),

82 = 8({A,C,D},{b,d,e}),
83

=

8({A,B,D},{a,c,e}).

It is easy to check that

have orders 3, 7, and 4 respectively. Thus these three generalised projectivities
84 = 3 . 7·4. Since
generate a subgroup H of GL(3, 2) whose order is divisible
GL(3, 2) is a simple group of order 168 and a subgroup of index two is always normal,
the subgroup H must be the full group. In particular, if
and L3 denotes the
set of all subsets of size 3 of P and L respectively, then the generalised projectivity
group GP(P3 , L 3 ) is isomorphic to GL(3, 2).
The above examples show that generalised projectivity groups based on small
element sets do not allow us to distinguish between different projective planes. The
same conclusion also follows for certain groups of generalised projectivities based on
large element
see §5 and §6. However, as the classical von Staudt group shows,
there are cases where different planes yield non-isomorphic generalised projectivity
groups.
EXAMPLE

4.3. The affine plane of order three (sets of size nine)

Let 71"3 ;= PG(2,3) = (P,L) be the projective plane of order q = 3. If 1 E Lis
a fixed line of 7r, then note that al = P + f, and if x E OZ, then 8x = L + x; these
are both sets of size q2 = 9. Also, note that 1 + L
of; see Lemma 1.1. Then
7r~ := PG(2,3) = (OZ, 1+ L) is the affine plane of order three obtained from 7r by
deleting l.
We define the generalised projectivity group (of dimension q2 = 9)
Gl:= GP({8l},{ox

I x E OZ}),

which is generated by all mappings
ax := o( OZ, ox )8( ox, OZ),

where x ranges over all points of 7r~ '" thus x E OZ. Note that these mappings are
non-singular because the mappings for the complementary sets are of "von Staudt"
type. In particular, refer to Lemma 2.4 and the calculation at the end of §3.
It is only for the case of q = 3, that ax maps points to points - this does not hold
x,
for planes of order greater than three. To see this, one calculates that x Oi ",
'ix E 71"'; and if y =I- x, Y E 7r', m := x.y, then yOi", = m + x + y + (m n I). Thus
in the case of q = 3, yOi", is the third affine point, distinct from x and y, on the
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line m joining x and y. From this it readily follows that ax is a collineation of the
affine plane 7r~ and that ax comes from a central collineation of 7r3 having axis 1
and centre x. Thus G1 is the group of all axial collineations of 7r3 with fixed axis l.
From this description of the group G 1 one easily sees that G 1 is generated by any
three of the mappings ax, where the corresponding points are not collinear.
It is well known that this group is non-abelian of order 18. It has a normal abelian
subgroup isomorphic to Z3 X Z3, which is the group of translations with axis l. In
the next section we shall see that similar groups appear when general affine planes
of odd order are considered.

5. Generalised Projectivities in the Affine Plane
In his section we investigate the interesting case of generalised projectivities of
dimension q2 based on an affine plane of odd order q. We covered the exceptional
case of q = 3 in Example 4.3. As this is a special situation we always assume in
this section that q > 3.
PROBLEM 5.1. Let

100 be

a fixed line of 7r. Classify tbe group

G := GP( {al oo }, {Sp I p E al oo }).
Note that passing over to complements G P( {loo}, {f) I p E aloo }) we obtain the
trivial group on 100 (as a subgroup of the von Staudt group).
From now on we shall investigate the group of generalised projectivities proposed
by the above problem. We shall see that any line of the affine plane gives rise to a
representation of the symmetric group Sq+l, and that every translation of the plane
- any collineation fixing every point on 100 and fixing all or no points not on 100 is represented as an element of the group of each of its fixed affine lines.
First, let us consider a general representation of the symmetric group. It will be
useful, not only in the present section but also in the next. The representation of
Sn+l contains the usual permutation representation of Sn as a subgroup.

= {I, 2 , ... , n}.
Tbe symmetric group Sn+l is tbe group of all permutations of N U {oo} and bas
size (n + I)!. Tbe subgroup Soo fixing 00 is isomorpbic to Sn. Tbe group GL(n,2)
acts in tbe usual way on tbe set of all subsets of N witb addition in tbe vector
space corresponding to symmetric difference of subsets of N. Consider tbe mapping
0": Sn+l -* GL(n,2) sucb tbat a 1-+ aU, wbere
a) a E Soo => jCc" = ja, V j EN; and
THEOREM 5.2. Let n be an odd integer (n ~ 5) and put N

(ooa-l)aO" = ooa,

b) a fj.

Soo

=>

{

0"

ja = N

+ ooa + ja,

V j EN \ {ooa

Tben 0" is a 1-1 bomomorpbism from Sn+l
representation of Sn+l in GL(n, 2).
PROOF: If a E Soo,

Otherwise, NaO"

NaO"

= (~jEN j)aO"

-*

-1

•

}

GL(n, 2). Tbus

(J

induces a faitbful

= ~jEN jaO" = ~jEN ja = ~jEN j = N.

= (~jENjY):O" = ~jENjaO" = ~jEN\{oo"-l}jaO" + (ooa-1)aO"
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=

L::jEN\{OO",-l}(N + 000' + jO') + 000' = (n -l)N + (n -1)000' + (N
nN + (n + 1)000' = N, (as n is odd). Thus NO'''' = N, V a E Sn+l.
To show that

(f

+ 000') + 000' =

is a homomorphism we consider the various cases as follows.

(1) aES oo , {3ES oo =;.-a{3ES oo =;.-(a{3)u=a u{3u.
(2) a (j.soo, {3ES oo

* (oo(O'{3)-l)O''''r = (ooa- 1)0''''r = (ooO')r = 000'{3;

and for j E N \ {000'-1}, jO'U r = (N + 000' + jO')r = N + 000'{3 + jO'{3.
(3) aES oo , {3(j.Soo

* (oo(O'{3)-l)O'''r = (00{3-10'-10'){3G = (00{3-1)r = 00{3 = OOO'{3i

and for j E N \ {00(0'{3)-1}, jO''' r = (jO'){3u = N + 00{3 + jO'{3.
(4) a (j. Soo, {3 (j. Soo, a{3 (j. SOO
(000'-1 )0'17 {3u = (ooO')r = N + 000'{3 + oo{3j also,
(00(0'{3)-1 )0'0" {3U = (N + 00(0'{3)-10/ + ooO')r = N + 00{3 + (N + 000'{3 + 00(3)

*

=

000'{3 ;
1
and for j
N \ {ooa- , 00(0'{3)-1},
jO'u r
(N + 000' + jO')r = N + (N + 000'{3 + 00(3) + (N + 00{3 + jO'(3)
=N+
+jO'{3.
(5) a fj.
{3 fj. soo, a{3 E Soo, Thus 000'
YJI"{3O" = (ooO')r = (00{3-1){3U =
(ooO'-l)a{3; also,
for j E N \ {000'-1 ,00(0',8)-1},
jO'u r
(N + 000' + jO'){3<T = N + 00{3 + (N + 00{3 + jO'(3) = jO'{3; and
(00(0/{3)-1 )O'<T {3U = (N + 00(0'{3)-10' + 000'){3<T = N + 00{3 + (N + 000'{3 + 00(3) =
000',8 = 00.

*

Finally, it easy to check that the kernel of (f is the identity, or equivalently that
the action of aU is non-trivial for a =1= 1. (Here we need that n > 3.)
Now we consider the representation (f of Sn+l in GL(n,2) above, and determine
some of its properties. With each element i of N we identify a variable Xi in order
to consider the set of all non-empty subsets of N as the set of points (Xl, ... ,x n ) of
a projective space PG(n - 1,2) with fixed coordinate system. If the representation
fixes a quadric of PG(n - 1,2) it must be of the type
Qk,'\:

k LX;

+ ALXiXj = 0,

k, A E {O, l},(k,A)

=1=

(0,0).

i<j

This is because the representation contains Sn as a subgroup which permutes the
Xi'S in all possible ways. The Arf invariant (see [6]) shows that Qk,'\ is non-singular
if and only if det(A) == 2 (mod 4) where A = (2k - A)I + AJ
=;.- det(A) = (2k - A)n-I(2k + (n - l)A). Thus Qk,'\ is non-singular ~
a) (k, A) = (0, 1) and n := 3 (mod 4); or
b) (k,A)=(l,l)andn:=l (mod 4).
Next we see that every element of (Sn+I)U either takes a subset of N of size s to
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a set of size s, n - s - 1 or n - s

+ 1.

In fact, if U ~ N, IU I = s, then
if a E soo;

~jEu(N + 000! + jO!)
000! +

(IUI- l)(N

= UO! +

+ 000!) +

IUI(N

(U

+ 000!)

+ 000!-1)0!

if a fj. soo,

000!-1

fj. U;

if a fj. soo,

000!-1

E U.

Hence,

UO!
UO!

(size s), if a E Soo;
+00 +000!

UO!
UO!
UO!

(size s), if a fj. Soo,
(size s), if a fj. Soo,

+000!
+00

+N

+N

-1

000!
-1

000!

E

fj. U and s is even;

(size n - s - 1), if a fj. SOO,
(size n - s

+ 1), if a

U and s is odd;

fj. SOO,

00 0
00

0

1
-

1
-

fj. U and s is odd;
E U and s is even.

We can calculate whether or not every member of the representation fixes one of
the above quadrics from this information. Thus, a mapping fixes the quadric QO,1
-¢:=::} a set of size s is taken to
set of size t, where (;) ==
(mod 2)
-¢:=::} (8 - t)(s + t - 1)
0 (mod 4)
-¢:=::} 8 == t (mod 4), or s + t
1 (mod 4).
But mappings of our representation conserve the parity of subsets, (preserving "oddness" and "evenness"), and so the condition s + t == 1 (mod 4) is never satisfied.
Hence the condition becomes == t (mod 4). Thus if s is odd, we must have that
n - 1 - s == s (mod 4) -¢:=::} n == 3 (mod 4). Also, if s is even, n + 1 - s == s
(mod 4) -¢:=::} n == 3 (mod 4) must be satisfied.
Now consider Q1 1. In this case the condition is

G)

(Btl) == C1l) (mod 2)

(8 - t)(s + t + 1) == 0 (mod 4)
s t (mod 4), or s + t == 3 (mod 4).
As before, s + t == 3 (mod 4) is never satisfied, and so we must have s == t (mod 4).

-¢:=::}

-¢:=::}

By the same argument as before we learn that n == 3 (mod 4) - but in this case
Ql,1 is singular. We can summarize these results in the following.
THEOREM 5.3. If n == 3 (mod 4) the representation a of Sn+1 in GL(n,2) is orthogonal. That is, it leaves invariant a non-singular quadric of PG(n....,; 1,2) and is
contained in PGO(n, 2). (For odd n, PGO(n, 2) ~ PGSp(n - 1,2), and is a simple
group for n ~ 7.) If n == 1 (mod 4), the representation is not orthogonal.
Since PGO(5, 2) ~ S6, (see [5] appendix III), at first sight the image of S6 under
a for n = 5 could be the full orthogonal group. However, since 5 == 1 (mod 4), our
representation does not fix any non-singular quadric of PG( 4,2).
Perhaps more important is that the representation a always fixes the point corresponding to N and also the subspace of all even subsets of N - a hyperplane of
PG(n - 1,2). Hence is it clear that a faithful representation a' of Sn+1 is induced
by a on the PG(n - 2,2) that is the set of all non-empty even subsets of N.
Now consider the mapping ,: Sn+1 -+ GL(n,2) such that a H a"f, where
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a)

a E Soo

=}

tf. Soo

=}

b) a

J{.a~;'l_~')~/=E!:l,and
-1

'"f

•

jCi = OOCi + jCi,
V j E N \ {OOCi }
If we use the basis i+oo , (i EN), on the subspace h of all even subsets of NU{ oo},
this representation can be seen to be the same as the permutation representation
of degree n + 1 of Sn+l, restricted to the hyperplane h, (which passes in this case
through a fixed point). The fixed point is N + 00, and so there is an even smaller
representation " of degree n - 1 obtained by projecting, from this point. It is
easily seen that " is the same representation as a'. From the D-matrices given in
[11, 2 - 6, - 8, 2 - 10 of the appendix], there is considerable evidence that for
n 2 7, (/ is the unique irreducible representation of Sn+l of degree n-l , and n-l is
minimal, in that the only smaller representations are the two linear ones - the trivial
representation and the one taking even permutations to 1 and odd permutations
to -1. When n
5 there are two inequivalent 2-modular representations of S6
of degree 4. Note that D-matrices tell how the ordinary representations (over the
complex numbers or the rationals) split into irreducible modular representations.
The
of the above representations was in fact shown by Ascher Wagner
in [12]. See [11] for further information about modular representations of the
symmetric group.
Now we return the Problem 5.1 and consider mappings based on the vector space
of dimension q2 of the set of points of the affine plane 7r' with points x E aloo. The
group G is generated by the following q2 mappings corresponding to each point x
of 7r' ••. in a slight abuse of notation we often identify 7r' with the set of points aloo
and with the vector space corresponding to the subsets of this set.
x : 'Tr'

-+

'Tr', where p

f--+

p8(rr',8x)8(8x,rr') , V p E

7rt.

For the remainder of this section let us consider lines to be subsets of the affine
plane 7r'. That is, we neglect the points on 100 , Also, if a and b are distinct points
of 7r, a.b denotes the line joining a and b, considered as a point-set.
LEMMA

5.4. Let x be a point of'Tr'. Then, for all points p E 'Tr',
pX

={

p.x

+ p+ x,

p,

ifp:/=x;
ifp x.

Thus x 2 = 1, where 1 represents the identity linear mapping.
PROOF: x 8(rr' ,6x) = Ox is the set of all lines of'Tr not passing through x, so that
XX = Box n 7r'
x n 7r' = x. For p :/= x, p8(rr',8x) is the set of all lines not passing
through p or x. a of this set of q2 - q lines is the set of q - 1 points of 7r on the
line p.x not equal to p or x. When we intersect this set with 7r', the resulting set
is p.x p x, where we neglect the point on 100 , Next, we can check that if T is a
subset of a line M passing through x E 'Tr', there holds

+ +

T = {M+X+T,
X

T,

where
where
f30

IT \ {x}1 is odd,
IT \ {x} I is even.

(Already we can see that there is a relationship with the representation 0'; c.f.
x2
Lemma 5.6.) Now x = XX
x. Also, if p =1= x and M = p.x, then pX = M + x + p
is a set of odd size, and so px2 = (M + x + p)X = M + x + (M+ x + p) = p. Hence
x is an involution on every subset of points on M. Since the actions on the q + 1
lines through x are independent of one-another we see that x is an involution on
the whole affine plane 7r'.
LEMMA 5.5. In the vector space of all subsets of points of 7f', G has q + 1 invariant
subspaces Vi of dimension q corresponding to the points ao, ... , aq on 100 ,
PROOF: The subspace Vi is generated by the q lines of 7r' passing through ai - in
00 , Here we consider a line as a set of points. The action of G on Vi with the
basis of q lines is given by

ai + 1

if xEd;
if x ¢

d,

for any line d of 7r' through ai and point x E 7ft. For brevity, we write dX although x
is defined only on sets of points; with this notation, which we always use henceforth,
the above equation becomes
if xEd;
if

x

¢ d,

- in this notation ZX = 2:7:1 Ii for lines 1, II, ... ,1m means that [x = 2:7:1 ii. Thus
the action of G on Vi is seen to be the same as that of Sq+1 in Theorem 5.2. Now
every point p of 7r' can be obtained as 7r' + 2:dEP d. Thus the action of G on the
lines of 7r' determines the action on the points (and vice-versa). In particular we
see that in terms of the subspaces Vi and the action on the lines, G may be thought
of as a subgroup of the direct product

q+1

----"--

'Sq+1

times

X ... X

..........
Sq+1'

From now on let G( S) denote the subgroup of G generated by the subset of
involutions S ~ 7r' . For example, G = G(7r / ), where 7r' = 81 00 , An interesting
problem, which we only solve for some cases, is to calculate G(S) for any given
subset.
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose q ~ 5. Let M be any line of 7r' - distinct from 100 , Then
G(M) ~ Sq+b where the correspondence is induced by i E M H (i (0) E Sq+1.
PROOF: Suppose M passes through the point ao on 100 , The subgroup G(M) of G
acting on the subspace induced by if is Sq+l and it is faithful, by Theorem 5.2.
Although it is not strictly necessary for the proof, we can also check that the action
on the q subspaces VI, ... ,Vq (see above) is essentially the same (with respect to
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the bases of lines through all ... , a q ). Hence G( M) is a faithful representation of
Sq+l in the direct product of the q Sq+l 'so On the subspace Vo, however, the action
is different. The group induced is the cyclic group Z2 of order 2. Products of an
even number of points of M (in the alternating group A q+ 1 ) fix every line through
ao, while products of an odd size take a line d to 7r' + d + M. Thus there is a
homomorphism from G(M) to Z2 induced on Va. In any case we see that G(M)
corresponds to a subgroup isomorphic to Sq+l in the direct product of q + 1 Sq+I'S
above.
Let us consider the line M of 7r'. We have seen that the q points of M E 7r'
give a representation G(M) of G, isomorphic to Sq+b which splits into two distinct
components, the points of M and the points of 7r' + M. Let KM = 7r' + M, so that
IKMI = q2 - q. We shall investigate some properties of the representation G(M)
on KM and M.

be tbe linear mapping 7r' - t 7r' which fixes all points on M and
+ a. For distinct points x and Y of M the following
hold, (when we consider points of M to be linear mappings acting on K M and M).
LEMMA

5.7. Let

K

takes a point a of KM to KM

(1) xyx+xY+YX+X+Y=Kj
(2) xyx = yxy, and (xy)3 = 1;
(3) KX = XK = X + K + 1.
PROOF: Consider part (1). Let a E KM, and let R = a.x, S = a.y, U = R n 100 ,
v = S n 100 , T = x.v, U = u.y, and a' = Tn U. Also let, be the set of points of
KM not on R, S, T, or U. Then one can easily check that
a1 = aj aX = R + a + x; aY = S + a + Yi
a XY = I + T + a' + Xj a YX = I + U + a' + Yi a XYX = I + at.
Summing these equations shows that
axyx+xy+yx+x+y+l = a + a' + ,+ R + S + T + U = KM = a K +1 , which gives us the
answer for the points of K M. Now if a EM, we have· to look at several cases. The
first is a = x. Then
xl = Xi XX = Xi x Y = M + x + y; xxy = M + x + Yi x yx = Y; xxyx = y.
Summing these gives xxyx+xy+yx+x+y+l = O. Similarly yxyx+xy+yx+x+y+l
O.
Finally, if a E (M + x + V), we have that
a 1 = ai aX = M + a + Xj aY = M + a + Yi a XY = M + a +xi
aYX = M + a + Yi a Xyx = a.
Summing gives axyx+xy+yx+x+y+l = O. Hence the equation is satisfied in all cases.
Part (2) is proved from part (1) simply by noting that (1) is also valid when we
permute x and y. Finally, (xy)3 = xyxyxy = (xyx)(xyx) = 1, as x 2 = y2 = 1, from
Lemma 5.4. We leave part (3) as an easy exercise the hint is to multiply (1) by
x, and then simplify.
An alternative approach to part (2) is to use the correspondence of Theorem
5.6. Then (00 x)(oo y)(oo x) = (x y) = (00 y)(oo x)(oo V), and [(00 x)(oo y)]3 =
(00 X y)3 = 1.
LEMMA

5.B. For three distinct points x, y, z on M, the following equation is
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satisfied.

+ 1)y(z + 1) = xyz + xy + yz + y = O.
Consider ax +1 = aX + a, where a (j. M. This is clearly the line a.x minus
(x

PROOF:
the point x (E 11"'). Then it is just a matter of checking that if N is any line not
through y, z, or M n 100 , then for points not on M, there holds NYZ = NY. (We
leave this to the reader.) And so, for the points not on M at least, we have that
(x +1)yz = (x + l)y => (x+ l)y(z + 1) = O. It is also easy to see that the formula
holds on M.
LEMMA 5.9. (xyx
to Sq.

I x f:.

y E M) is a group on M that is pennutation isomorphic

PROOF: From Theorems 5.2 and 5.6, this is the subgroup Soo that fixes 00, since
(ooi)(ooj)(ooi) = (ij), and it is the usual permutation representation of Sq on M.
DEFINITION 5.10. Let T(M), where M is a line of 11"', be the set of linear transformations
{xy I x f:. y E M} U {x I x E M} U {I}.
Using Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, we can reduce any product of points on M to a sum
of members of T( M) U {K.}. This proves
THEOREM 5.11. Every product Xl ••• X n of points on M can be reduced to a sum
of the transfonnations in T( M) U {K.}.
Note that the sum of linear transformations above will be unique if it can be
proved that T(M) U {K.} is a linearly independent set of transformations of the
vector space 11"', We leave this question to the reader.
Now let X = {XI, ... , xn} be any set of n points of 11"'. Let Xi be X \ {xd. Then
we can define n + 1 subgroups of G(X) as follows:

Let (*) denote the condition that Xk and XiXjXi commute for all triples of distinct
points Xi, xj, and Xk EX. If H is any subgroup of G define HY := g-l Hg, for any
element g of G. HY is called a conjugate subgroup of H, which is isomorphic to H.
LEMMA 5.12. Suppose that condition (*) holds. Then
(1) TooXi=Ti' if1~i~n;
(2) Ti x ; = Too, if 1 ~. i ~ nj
(3) Ti Xj = Til if i f:. j.
Thus Ti and Too are conjugate subgroups of G, (V 1 ~ i :5 n).
PROOF:
(1) Too Xi is the subgroup generated by elements of the form XiXkXjXkXi, where i,
j, and k are all distinct, and also by elements of the form XiXiXjXiXi, where
i f:. j, and XiXkXiXkXi, where i f:. k. From (*) the terms of the first kind
simplify to XkXjXk, which are in Ti. Terms of the second kind simplify to Xj
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also in Ti. And terms of the third kind simplify to x k E Ti. (Remember
that Xi 2 = 1 = (Xixk)3.) Thus T(X) Xi ~ Ti. Also Ti ~ T(X) Xi, because the
generators for Ti are found in terms of the second or third kind above. Thus
T(X) Xi = Ti.
(2) This follows from (1) as Xi 2 = 1.
(3) If i 1= j, Ti Xj = (XjXkXj I k 1= i E X) ~ Ti. Thus Ti = T/j2 ~ T/£j ~ Til
which implies part (3).
PROPOSITION 5.13. The group G(M) ~ Sq+l acts by conjugation on the q + 1
subgroups Ti and T constructed from any line M of 7r', and this action is equivalent
to the natural action of Sq+l as a permutation group.
(X)

PROOF: From the correspondence of Theorem 5.6 it is clear that (*) holds with
respect to triples of points on Mj using Lemma 5.12 we only have to show that the
subgroups are indeed distinct. This is obvious from the correspondence.
There are still some further things to be said about the group G of the affine plane
but we shall have to consider non-collinear points before the differences between
various affine planes emerge.
DEFINITION 5.14. For any subset of points N ~ i(X) let GN denote the subgroup
of G that fixes every line of 7r' through a point of N. Also, let GN denote the
"projection" of G onto N. That is, we consider G to act on the lines of 7r' through
N, disregarding the other lines of 7r'. GN is the image of the "projection" homomorphism IN: G - t GN. This mapping has kernel GN, which is therefore a normal
subgroup of G.
We saw in Lemma 5.5 that the action of the group G on the lines can be considered
as a subgroup of the direct product of q +1 copies of Sq+l' This can be improved to
the following. Aq+l denotes the alternating group, which is the subgroup of Sq+l
of all even permutations. We assume that q 2:: 5, so that Aq+l is simple.
THEOREM 5.15. The action of G on the lines of 7r' is as a subgroup of the group

q+ 1 times
Aq+l

X .

~.

X

q+ 1 times
A q+;U(Sq+l \ Aq+d

X •

~. X (Sq+l \Aq+1 ).

PROOF: The product of an even number of points of 7r' is in the Aq+l of the
subspace of each point on l(X)l while the product of an odd number of points is in
the complementary coset of these subgroups.
Note that the order of the above group is [(q

+ l)!]q+l /2 q.

THEOREM 5.16. Let q 2:: 5, let 1 be a line of 7r' distinct from 1(X), let x be a point
not on these two lines, and let Lx := i + x. Then the group G(Lx) :::; G which is
generated by x and the points on 1, is equal to the group
qtim~

qtim~

A

A3 x Aq+l x ...

A

X

A q+1' U (S3 \ A3)

X
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(Sq+l \ Aq+1 )

X ••• X

(Sq+l \ A q+1 ).

PROOF: Let ao E Zoo be the infinite point of I and let al E Zoo \ {ao}. We label the
remaining points on 100 with az, ... ,aq • As in the construction in Lemma 5.5 let
Vi be the subspace generated by the q lines of 7ft passing through ai. The action,
G{a;}, of G on Vi with the basis of q lines is the same as that of Sq+l in Theorem
5.2. We define the affine points on 1 as Xi := in x.ai for i = 1, ... ,q. With the
correspondence of Theorem 5.2 a point x j becomes the transposition (00 j) in Vi
and similarly x becomes the transposition (00 1) in VI. We construct a generalised
projectivity that induces a 3-cycle in VI and the identity in all other Vi's.
As a first step consider the product i3i,j := (XXiXj? for i =1= j, and i,j > 1. In VI
this mapping corresponds to the involutory permutation

(00 1)(00 i)( 00 j)( 00 1)(00 i)( 00 j)

= (00

i)(l j).

Furthermore, since points on a line through ak induce the same transposition in
Vk and because points in fh,j appear in pairs, it easily follows that f3i,j induces the
identity in Vo, Vi, and Vj.
Next let il, i z , ia > 1 be distinct. We define IiI ,i 2 ,ia to be the commutator of f3it ,i2
and f3 i t. i a' i.e. 'Yh,i 2 ,i a = f3h,i 2 f3it,iai3i 1 ,i 2 -1 i3it,i a -1. Since i3h,i 2 and f3il,ia induce
the identity in Vo, ViI' Vi 2 and Vo, Vi l , Via respectively, 'Yh,i 2 ,i a induces the identity
in Va, Vi l , Vi 2 , and Via' In VI we obtain the following permutation:

We continue in the same way. Let iI, i z , i a , i4 > 1 be distinct and define 'Yi lJ i 2 ,i a ,i 4
to be the commutator of 'Yi 1 ,i2,i a and f3 i l,i 4 . Then 'Yil,i 2 ,i a ,i 4 induces the identity in
Vo, ViI, Vi 2 , Via, and Vi 4 , thus raising the number of those subspaces by 1. In VI
we obtain again a 3-cycle:

By induction one finds that the successive commutator lit, ... ,iq-l' where
'Yit, ... ,ik+1 := lit .... ,ikf3h,i,.+l'Yh, ... ,i,. -li3h,ik+l -1, for k = 3, ... ,q - 2, acts trivially
on all subspaces Vi except for VI; on the latter subspace the commutator induces
the 3-cycle (1 i q - 1 i z ). Varying the order of the indices i l , ... ,i q - 1 we obtain all
3-cycles (1 i j) where i,j > 1. Conjugation with Xj, i.e. (00 j), produces

(00 j)(1 i j)(oo j)

= (1 i

(0)

Hence we can construct any 3-cycle (1 i j) where i,j E {2, ...
a group isomorphic to A q+ 1 • This shows that
q-l times

HI

= 1 X Aq+l

~

X

1 X •.• X 1 ::;

is contained in G(Lx).
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,q, oo}.

q+l times

Aq+ l

A

X ... X A q+ l'

They generate

Since al was arbitrary on 100 \ {ao} we can do the same construction for any
subspace Vj, j 1= O. This shows that
q times
....

is contained in G(Lx). Since all points Xi represent the same transposition in Vo,
the group G(Lx) obviously induces the symmetric group S3 in Vo. As the product
XXI induces a 3-cycle in Vo and a member of Aq+I in all other Vi's we find that
q times
A

is a subgroup of G(Lx).
Finally, a point induces a transposition in each Vi, and thus cannot be contained
in H. Therefore G(Lx) must be the full group
q times

A3

X

Aq+I

X .:. X

q times

Aq+I' U (S3 \ A 3)

X

(Sq+l \ Aq+d

X •

~. X (Sq+l \ A q+l ).

5.17. The group of the genera.lised projectivities G proposed by Problem
5.1 is equal to the full group

THEOREM

q+ 1 times
Aq+l

X

.~. X

q+ 1 times
Aq+l' U (Sq+l \ A q+l )

X .:. X

(Sq+1 \ A q+l

)

of Theorem 5.15 above. Furthermore, the points on two lines intersecting in an
aifine point form a minima.l generating set for G.
PROOF: We keep the notation as in the proof of the preceding Theorem. Let l' be
a second line not passing through the point ao. Taking a suitable product of points
on l' the full alternating group A q+ l is induced in Vo. Thus we have
q+1 times
A

as a subgroup of G. Again, a point induces a transposition in each Vi, and thus
cannot be contained in this group. Thus G is the full group.
Let s be the point of intersection of I and I' and assume that I' passes through al'
If we delete s, then the remaining points of 1 and [' generate a group that induces
Sq in any Vi, i = 2, ... ,q, since the line ai.S is always fixed in Vi. If we delete a
point y 1= s on 1or a point y' 1= s on [', then similarly the remaining points generate
a group that induces Sq in VI or Vo respectively, since al.y or ao .y' is always fixed.
Thus the points on 1 and [f form a minimal generating set for G.
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5.18.
(1) Obviously, the q - 1 points different from s on the second line [' can be
replaced by any q - 1 points such that each line through ao, and distinct
from 1 and 100 , contains one of the points. Generalising the construction
of Theorems 5.16 and 5.17 one is led to conjecture that any blocking set
of points of the affine plane Tr' forms a generating set for G, and that the
minimal generating sets correspond to the minimal sets of points "hit" by
every line of the affine plane. These conjectures are supported by many
examples run using the symbolic algebra package MAPLE.
(2) Given S ~ P and T ~ L we can extend the generalised projectivities <5(8, T)
and o(T, S) in a natural way by

REMARK

A ~ (A n S)8(S,T)
for A

~

+ (A n 8)8(8,'1"),

Pi and
B ~ (B

n T)8(T,S) + (B n T)8('1",8) ,

for B ~ L respectively. In particular, given an anti-flag (p,l) we can extend
the generalised projectivities <5(81,<5p) and o(<5p,ol). If we work with these
extensions we obtain the group G of Problem 5.1 acting on the whole projective plane 7r and each member of G extends to the identity on 100 , In general,
however, we obtain a larger group. If we look at the full generalised projectivity group of the affine plane G':= GP({8111 E L},{bp I pEP}), then
the extension shows that the von Staudt group GP( {Ill E L}, {p I pEP})
must be involved in the group G' and thus it must be possible to distinguish
projective planes by their groups G'.
Next we are led to a consideration of the interaction of the automorphisms (or
collineations) of the affine plane and the group of generalised projectivities G. The
important automorphisms that we consider are
a) Translations: fixing each point on 100 and fixing all or no points of Tr'. The
non-identity translations r have a unique centre c( r) on 100 such that all lines
through c( r) are fixed by r.
b) Homologies: fixing each point on 100 and fixing all points or exactly one point
of 7r'. The non-identity homologies e have a unique centre c( e) not on 100 such
that all lines through c( e) are fixed bye.
First note that one of the axial collineations above can be represented as an
element of G if and only if there is a product of points of Tr', which gives an element
of G that permutes the points of Tr', and permutes the lines of Tr' in the same way
as the collineation. (Since every element of G is linear, it is easy to see that such
a mapping permuting points and lines must be an axial collineation.) By Remark
5.18(2) these are the only collineations of Tr' that can be represented as an element
ofG.
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THEOREM 5.19. Every translation of 7r' is represented as an element of G.
PROOF: If the translation is the identity mapping then this is trivial. Now suppose
that we are given a non-identity translation T. Let M be any line of 7r' passing
through the centre C(T) of T. Now T has n' point-orbits of size n = q/n' on M.
(Otherwise, some power of T would be a non-identity translation with a fixed point
in rr'; also, since q is odd, both nand n' are odd and n is the order of T.) Let the
i'th orbit of T on M be

Consider the following product of points in G(M):
n'

IT(T,M):=

n

IT II mii.
i=l j=O

First we see that this product contains n' (n + 1) points, which is even, and so
the product with respect to c( T) is the identity. Thus TI( T, M) fixes all lines
through c( T). Also, each subproduct TIj=o mri of points on each orbit emulates
the action of T on that orbit; c.f. Lemma 5.9. (Note that m( = mi; hence
TIj=o m[ TIj~i mimi) mil The subproduct fixes 00 in the Sq+l of M. Also,
these subproducts commute with one-another. And it doesn't matter where one
starts in the subproduct, as long as one finishes with the same element as one
starts.) Since the subproducts fix 00 in G(M) we see that the same is true for the
action on the lines through each point on leo. Hence TI( T, M) permutes each set of
lines through every point at infinity. Thus this product of points in G has exactly
the same action on the points and lines as the translation T.
Note that in the above proof the line M can be chosen as any of the q lines through
the centre of the translation T. Hence we see that G( M) and G( N) intersect at least
in the group of translations that have centre M n N, if M and N are any pair of
lines passing through the same point of leo. Also, for every non-identity translation
of 7r' we obtain relations in the group G such that a point of M U N above is given
by a product of the remaining points of M U N.
Using a similar method we obtain
THEOREM 5.20. Every homology of 7r' that has an odd number of orbits on each
(affine) line through the centre is represented as an element of G.
PROOF: If the homology is the identity mapping then this is trivial (the identity
has q orbits (= points) on each (affine) line). Now suppose that we are given a nonidentity homology p with centre c(p). Let M 1 , ... ,Mq+1 be the lines through c(p)
and let ak := Mk n leo. On each of these lines p has n' orbits of size n = (q - l)/n'
and one orbit of size one (the fixed point c(p )). Thus n' must be even by assumption.
Let the i'th orbit of p on Mk be

... ,

V1~i
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:s; n', 1 :s; k

~ q + 1.

Consider the following product of points in G:
q+l n'

pi

n

= II II II m~.
k=l i=l j=O

As in the proof of the preceding theorem each subproduct TIj=o m~ of points on
each orbit emulates the action of p on that orbit. Also, these subproducts for fixed
k commute with one-another. Since n'(n + 1) = q - 1 + n' is even, the product
n'

Pk

n

= II II mf~
i=l j=O

fixes each line through the infinite point ak and it emulates the action of p on the
set of lines through aI, distinct from ak. Now the whole product p' = TIt!i Pk acts
1
on the set of lines through ai, since pi
PI because pi- = pq-l = 1. This shows
that pi acts on the set of lines as p does.
Note that the condition of the theorem is satisfied for all homologies of odd order.
Also, the relation nn' = q - 1 shows that the number of orbits n' + 1 on a central
line is odd if the order n of the homology p is not divisible by the highest power of
2 contained in q - 1. In particular no homology of order q 1 can be obtained in
this way.
By dualisation and by extension to the whole plane one obtains the following.
COROLLARY 5.21. Every elation of the projective plane 7r and every homology
that has an even number of orbits on each (projective) line through the centre is
represented as an element of the group GP( {vi 11 E L}, {8p I pEP}), where the
base set is a suitably chosen afIine plane.

6. Generalised Projectivities of Dimension q2 + q
In this section we investigate the case of generalised projectivities with element
size q2 + q. These are the maximal proper subsets of points (or lines) of the pro jective
plane 7r. A GP of this dimension is generated by the complements of antiflags. We
shall fix a point p and consider the group generated by complements of antiflags
containing p. We proceed as in §5, but it turns out that things are simpler.
PROBLEM

6.1. Let Poo be a fixed point of 7r. Classify the group
G = GP( {Poo} , {Ill E 8poo}).

From now on we shall investigate the group of generalised projectivities proposed
by the above problem. We shall see that this gives rise to a representation of the
symmetric group Sq2+1' We base the group on the vector space generated by the
point set Poo' Since Poo is the only set of points appearing in its definition, the
group of generalised projectivities G is obviously generated by all mappings of the
form

8(poo, 1)8(1, Poo),
where 1 is any line not passing through Poo. For brevity, we denote this mapping
by x I---? xl.

LEMMA

6.2. Let I be a line not passing through Poo. Then for all points x

x, = { 81 + PCXJ
x,
PROOF:

Suppose x

E

which is the value of xl. Further, if x E

Poo

if x E 81;

+ x,

81 +Poo. Then Ox

E

if x E

n1=

Ox

+ I.

1.

Now

1, then ox n 1 = ox,

and

Thus we have the value of xl in this case.
Note that 81 + pCXJ = i + pCXJ' Here are some of the conventions that we use for
the remainder of this section. As in the proof of Lemma 5.5 we set m := L:::dED d
'
for some set of lines D, if m = L:::dED d. However, it is to be noted that there is a
'
single relation that holds between sums of lines; since there are q + 1 lines through
each point, when we consider lines to be subsets there holds L:::yEL f) = 0 - we can
write this as L = O. Thus a subset of lines is equivalent to its complement in L
and we can consider line-sets to be modulo L. This will cause no problem when we
consider the action of G on the subsets of pCXJ' We restrict all sets to PCXJ ..• for
example m, where m E PCXJ' actually is the set of q points m + pCXJ'
As an aside .. , for x E pCXJ there holds

when we take in account the convention that lines are subsets of pCXJ' Since the
mapping corresponding to 1 conserves the parity of sets of points we could define

By linear extension this defines a mapping on the vector space of all subsets of L.
LEMMA

6.3. Let [ be a line not passing through pCXJ. Then
ifm E opoo,m

f::.1;

ifm E PCXJ, or m

= 1,

for every line m. Thus [2 = 1, where 1 represents the identity linear mapping.
PROOF: By Lemma 6.2 we have
and if m E pCXJ
"l
m

I' =

L:::xEzxl

= 6~ x I = z"n m"- + pCXJ +
xEm
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= 'ExEix = i,

Thus m 1 = m, \j m E Poe

m1 =

L

xl =

+ l.

If m E oPoe

in m +

xEm

(al

+ l,

then we find that

+ Poe + x) =

8l + Poo + m =

Poe + i + m.

xEm,xE81

Since this calculation is in terms of points we must convert to a sum of lines. It is
only necessary to note that the sum of lines (converted to a point-set)

8poe

+ m + 1 = L + Poe + m + 1 = Poe + m + I.

But then the
of points on Poe is Poe
the stated form of m I in every case.
l2
The formulae in Lemma 6.2 yield x
1

Thus
+ 1+ x) =
[2 = 1 as a group on the
1 on lines, and because (poe)l
A

· 1y, m 12 = m,
ob VlOUS

mE

P

+ Poe.

These calculations also prove

x, if x E I; also i I = I and poel =
+1+poe+1+x = x, \j x E az+poe. This shows that
A

A

Similarly we can use the formulae for the action of
Poe and also
0), we obtain

or m

= t. Hence

[2

1 as a group on the lines.

THEOREM 6.4. The group of generalised projectivities G of Problem 6.1 is isomorPIlic to Sq2_j-l.
PROOF: Consider the vector space of dimension q2 +q which is the set of all subsets
of
Then L
to a set of q2 + q + 1 non-zero vectors satisfying one
non-trivial linear
the sum of all lines is zero. Thus L is a "circuit" of the
COlr.respIOlllCllflJ! matroid- every proper subset of lines
independent. Let
V and W be the
generated by oPoe and Poe respectively. These subspaces
have dimension q2 and q 1 respectively, and they intersect in the I-dimensional
""'''lJOL.JU<,G ''i'''''Tl<>... !>tpri by Poe, which is the set of
covered by both oPoe and Poo.
Each vector of Wand also the space V is fixed by the group G; see Lemma 6.3.
Thus the group G is linearly (and faithfully) represented on V. We compare the
action of the generators I E oPoe on V with that
in Theorem 5.2. To do so, we
adopt the notation of Theorem 5.2; let oPoe = {ll, ... ,lq2} and N = {I, ... ,q2}.
Then, according to Lemma 6.3, a generator li is
by
·l·

J' =

{j,

N

+j + i,

if j

Z;

if j

f. i.

Hence li has the same matrix representation as the transposition ai = (00 i) E
Sq2+1' As G is generated by the ii's and Sq2+1 is generated by the a/s, both
groups must be isomorphic.
We leave the reader with the following observation. The representation G of
Sq2+11 acting on the set of all subsets of lines of oPoe, has a subgroup (fixing 00)
which is the standard group of all permutations of these lines. Also, G fixes every
line of Poe. Thus one can prove
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THEOREM 6.5. Every central collineation with centre p= can be represented as an
element of the group of generalised projectivities G of Problem 6.1.

7. Conclusion
We have shown how non-trivial groups of generalised projectivities arise from
any projective plane of odd order. It would be possible to define even more general
groups
groups generated by the inverse mappings. Indeed, the consideration of collections of mappings that might be singular could be interesting.
Generalised
groups can also be defined in projective planes of infinite
order
with finite subsets of points and lines) or in planes of even order.
Another extension of these ideas would be to consider representations modular
p, where p is divisor of q 1, (q the order of the plane). The crucial definitions of
coboundary and boundary (mod p) would be then:

8S:=

X

(mod p), and aT:= ITIP-

iJ (mod p), (S

~

P, T

~

L).

yET

Many of the
in this paper would still hold.
we leave such discussions
to later papers.
There
two main applications of this
that the authors have in mind.
one could find interesting
of finite groups by co:nSl.uern:l,g
finite
planes. And secondly, one could use the well-developed
theory of finite groups to enhance that of finite projective planes. All one needs to
do is find
groups of generalised projectivities.
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